Recently, SGBM has joined forces with CIBSS (Centre for Integrative Biological Signalling), a new Excellence Cluster in Freiburg, to create the CIBSS Track in SGBM. For more information check the SGBM and CIBSS websites.

In addition, SGBM is closely cooperating with the following programs:

**SFB 1381** - Dynamic Organization of Cellular Protein Machineries: From Biogenesis and Modular Assembly to Function

**Bernstein Center Freiburg Doctoral Program**

**SFB 850** - Control of Cell Motility in Morphogenesis, Cancer Invasion and Metastasis

**SFB 1160** - Immune-mediated pathology as a consequence of impaired immune reactions (IMPATH)

**SFB 992** - MEDEP Medical Epigenetics

**SFB TRR 179** - Immunovirology
SFB 2202 - Transport across and into membranes

IMPRS-International Max Planck Research School for Molecular and Cellular Biology

International Master Program in Biomedical Sciences (IMBS)

Fribourg Graduate School of Life Sciences, University of Fribourg, Switzerland